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Running quark masses ( )mq n and invariant masses mq% (in units of GeV ). The values with an asterisk should not be taken strictly
because the perturbative calculation is not reliable in the region with a large ( )sa n .
q u= q d= q s= q c= q b= q t=
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( )m GeV1q .0 00488 .0 00981 .0 1954 .1 506 .7 18 475















( )m mq c .0 00418 .0 00840 .0 1672 .1 302 .6 12 399

































( )m mq b .0 00317 .0 00637 .0 1268 .0 949 .4 34 272

































( )m mq W .0 00235 .0 00473 .0 0942 .0 684 .3 03 183
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